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The Current .
chats with
Incubus

VOLUME 34

Bassist Dirk Lance took some
time to chat with us. Read
the interview and find
answers to the questions you
always wanted to ask, but
never had the chance to.
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Charter school
organizer may take
University to court
BY RHASHAD PITTMAN
" ' .. , " , ..... ." ..... ..... .... " .. ,,' ..,

.."" ......... ". , ...
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staff writer

History Museum
explores 'The
Nazi Olympics'
"The Nazi Olympics: Berlin
1936" explores the controversies that surrounded the event.
·Highlights include a section
dedicated to the success of 18
African-American athletes, and
much more.
'

A.

See Page 3

BRIEFS
SGA elections set
for Tuesday and

WedneSday
Elections for t1te SGA pres--ident, vice-president, comp·troller, and representatives
are' schedluledl to take place
this Tuesday arnd Wednesday.
Polls will be in the University
Center Lobby, Marillac Hall,
and the Stadler-BentonResearch complex, with a
special poll for evening students on the thi rd floor of
Lucas Hall. The polls will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. The
booth in Lucas H'all witt only
be open in the evening. See'
our voter"s guide on page 8.
Don't miss this opportunity
to make your voice heard.

spotlight
Japanese cultu're
Events

The Cent.er for
International Studies is sponsoring a pair of events which
highlight Jap3anese culture,
past and present.
The Okinawa (lass·iccal
Dance Troupe witt perform at
8 p.m. 011 Saturday, Oct. 7 in
the J.e. Penney Auditorium.
Admiss,i on is~ free but tickets
are required and, may be
obtainedl by calling 5116-7299.
"Shibusawa Seminar 2000:
· 211st Century Challenges for
Japan" wW be presented
. Monday, Oct. 9, beginning
with a semFnar at 6 p.m. in
the Hawthorn Room of the
J.e. Pe.nney building. A panel
discussion wm follow at 7
p.m. in the J.e. Penn..ey
Auditorium .. Admission is free
but reservatIons are
requi'red. For more information call ~J1:6-5972.

Doug Durand, interim vice chancel/or for Academic Affairs, honors recipients of the Chancel/or's Award
for Excellence at the Founde~. Dinner_~e!. 19_ At the dinner, Chancellor Blanche 1iouhill annu ced
that the Anheuser-Busch Foundation gave another $1 millio'l for the Perlorming ~rts Center_

Announc(}ment highlights 9th Founder's Dinner
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT

:..... __ ..·· ..·.. ···;i;;i;;;riie; ·· .

Chancellor
Blanche Touhill
announced at the Founder's Dinner on
Tuesday that the Anheuser-Busch
Foundation was doubling its contribution to UNISL's Performing Arts
Center. and as a result the main perlormance hall in the Cenrer would be
named in its honor.
"When we first launched the capita! campaign for our Perfollning Arts
Center three years ago, AnheuserBusch Foundation was the first major
donor with a pledge of $1 million,"
Toubi:J.J. said. 'Tonight I am pleased to
announce a second $1 million pledge
from the Anheuser-Busch Foundation.
making them the alpha and omega of
the Performing Arts Center. Because
of this generous gill, the magnificent
Performance Hall in the Center will be
named in honor of Anheuser-Busch."
The Founder's Dinner is a celebration of past and present contnbutors to
lJMSL with first-rate food, guests, and
speakers. This year's speaker was
astronaut Sally Ride, the first
American woman in space.
In an interview before the dinner,
Ride expressed pleasure at being invit-
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Stephen Lebmkuhle, summarized the
feedback from the survey, each of the
four ' U1vl campuses then presented
The University of Missouri Board actions plans to combat the problem.
Some of these plans included pubof Curators gathered at the Columbia
campus Sept. 14-15 for the annual lishing a letter, alerting students to
Board review.
options if they perceive communicaAt this meeting, the Board heard
tion problems with the faculty, lanreports from all four campuses coo- guage assessment for professors, as
cerning proposed strntegies to foster well as mentors for new professors.
better faculty communication.
.
Student representatives who were
Last year, a system-wide student present at the meeting offered some
survey was conducted on the issue of solutions as well. They asked the
English language proficiency. Some CUrators to implement stronger
screening processes for non-primary
students have had difficulties understandmg faculty. After the Vice English speaking professors, and to
President for Academic Affairs, include instructions on all syllabi to
BY TIM THOMPSON

..Bulletin
......................Board
. "..... --'........ ............-...........2..

$«1,400,000

Rick &cher's lawsuit against the
University ofMissouri-St. Louis has
been put on hold.
The Chief Justice of the Student
Court succeeded in attaining a 'dismissal without prejudice' last Friday
'This means that I can pursue the
case and continue my lawsuit sometime in the future," Becher said.
When asked why this sudden
change had taken place, Eccher
responded, "I have simply !Un out of
money at this time."
According to Eccher, his attorney,
Kevin Lake, told him that the entire
case would cost him $2,000. This
held true until last Thursday evening.
"Around 6:30 that night I
received a phone call fro m my attorney explaining that an additional
$7,000 to $10,000 would be needed
in order for the case to be successfully completed," Eccher said.
Eccher said this turn .of event~
was not disheartening.
. "So far, I am out that money, as
well as the court fees ," the Chief
Justice said. "But I will continue to

pursue this."
Eccher said he is very hopeful
that he can get the money together to
continue his lawsuit
"I want people to know that I
have not dropped anything, I was
just forced to put it on hold for a
while.
In an interview Friday, Eccher
said that he was currently weighing
his options.
"I am going to try and call the
American Civil Liberties Union, as
well as the Legal Aid Foundation for
some advice," Eccher stated. "We
will see what happetls."
Dudley McCarter, the attorney
who handled the case for UMSL,
said last week that Becher's case
lacked merit both factually and
legally.
"My own attomey told me that if
any such case lacked that type of
merit, a judge would be obligated to
throw it immediately out of court,"
Becher said, in response. 'This was
not done, which shows that my case
does indeed have meri.t." .
Kevin Lake, Eccher's attorney,
could not be reached for comment.

Curators address faculty Engl·sh proficie ncy
.... ... ... ,.. ';t;'jj;
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Anheuser·

see CHARTER, page 12

Eccher drops his
case temporarily
BY TIM THOMPSON

Ill/ormatioll P1'Ol'ided ~l' ll1h'e/'SlI)' COmmUlIIC(l/JfJ/lS

see DINNER, page 12

The University of Ivlissouri-St.
Louis may face a lawsuit for revoking the charter of the Afl1can
American Rite of Passage, Inc.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill
recently ··revoked the charter, after
hearing the recommendation of an
administrative hearing panel.
In a letter to TAARP's organizer
Lamar Beyah dated Sept. 13,
Chancellor Touhill stated that a
"se110us breach" of the agreement
had occurred when TAARP
changed the management company
speCified in the original application.
At the time of the application,
Beaton Education Management had
a partnership with TAARP. After
disagreements over business operations ended the partnership, TAARP
hired Charter Consultants and subtnitted another application in
January.
"I do believe that a serious
breach of our agreement, based
upon your application to UMSL in
February 1999, did occur when
Beacon Education Management
ended its relationship with your
organization," the letter stated. "I do
not believe that the addition of
Charter Consultants, as outlined in
your application January 2000, corrects this serious breach."
Shortly after receiving the letter,
Beyah said that he filed an appeal
for UM System President Manuel
Pacheco to reconsider the charter. A
decision has not yet been made
regarding the revocation.
Beyah said that if the decision to
revoke TAi\RP's charter is upheld,

he will file a lawsuit against the university for violating charter law.
"If any of the [local] charter
school's wanted to fire Beacon they
can," Beyah said.
Beyah noted that out of the 39
chatter schools nationwide, not one
university has revoked its charter
because of ' upper management
agreements.
Many charter schools do not
have partnerships with management
companies, he noted.
Beyah also pointed out that Lift
for Life Academy - a local charter
school that opened this fall and is
sponsored· by Southeast Missouri
State University - is not functioning
under any management company.
The University's role is to "make
sure [TAARP] is complying with
the federal and state laws, and staying within the educational standards," said Beyah. "The upper
management doesn't work for the
University, it works for the charter
school," he added.
Bob Samples, director of
University Communications, said
that the University did not feel comfortable with the second application,
and "didn' t feel it was in the best
interest of ' tax payers" to sponsor
TAARP.
"The question is','' asked
Samples, "did we have confidence
that the-board members could run
the schoo!?"
Under the new application, the
TAARP board has more power in
the hiring, firing, and signing of
contracts, he said.
. Samples added that when

~;it;'; '"''''

.... .

inform students ·where they may turn
if they perceive a communication
problem with a professor.
In addition to English language
proficiency, the UM Health Sciences
Center officials presented plans for a
new identity and operations redesign.
As a result of their proposal, the name
"University of Missouri Healthcare"
will now be used to refer to the
University of Missouri Hospital, clinics, and its other management affiliations.
CEO. Daniel Willship. C.O.O.
John O'Shaughnessy, and Johnson
and Johnson consultant Karen
Grantham outlined a two-pronged

approach to realigning the hospital
organization's fmances. The Board
was told to expect a short-tenn plan to
cut expenses by October. A longrange plan for work redesign should
be proposed for early next year.
Outing the meeting, the Board
also approved changes to the longstanding Collected
Rules and '
Regulations. One such revision adds
a policy addressing acceptable use of
the university's computer reSOUIces.
This policy outlines two goals. First,
it specifies the responsibilities of
users of the university computer
reSOUIces.
Second, it provides for University

inspection of personal electronic
information on University networks.
Students with questions about this
new policy can go to the following
webpage:
http://www.system.missouri.eduJu
minfo/rules/facilities/ 110005 .htm.
TIle Board also heard recommendations on possible renovations of
McKee Gymnasium: Afterward, it
authorized the vice president for
finance and administration to approve
schematic designs for an addition
which would be used for the State
Historical Society of Missouri and
see

I~
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Bulletin Board
Monday, Sept. 25
• Sickle Cell Testing, sponsored by the
st. Louis City Health Department's
Sickle Cell Screening and Counselling
Services and University Health
Services, will be held in the
University Center Lobby from 9:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and at Lucas Hall
(3rd floor) from 4:30 to 7 p.m. If you
have any questions contact Amy
Schoenberger, R.N. at University
Health Services at 5671.

Room 266 of the University Center.
All are weLcome to partiCipate in
this campus wide event the week
of Nov. 13 to 17. For more informa,
tion call Amanda at 385'3455 or
email atcncumsl@aol.com.
·Catholic Mass will be held at the
Catholic Newman Center at 7:30 p.m. at
8200 Natural Bridge Road (located
across from the West Drive entrance
to North Campus. For more informa,
tion call 385-3455.

Tuesday, Sept. 26
·Rec Sports Campus Fun Run begins at
12:30 p.m. at the Mark Twain Rec
Center. PartiCipants may choose
between 1.5 or 3 mile course. T,shirts
are awarded to the fastest male and
female times in student and fac/staff
divisions. To enter, meet (ready to
run) at the stop sign just south of the
MT building at 12:15 p.m.
.Hunger Awareness Week planning
meeting will be held at 12 p.m. in

Wednesday, Sept. 27
.Sign-up Deadline for Soccer Leagues
and Badminton Tournament is today.
Soccer games (for 9-player intramural
teams) will be played on Monday
afternoons beginning Oct. 2. Team _
and individual sign-ups welcomed.
One-night Badminton tourney will be
held Oct. 3 and is for men and women
of all playing abilities. This event is
just for fun and even if you've never
played before, teaching is available.
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A1·Bawazeer
Judi Unville • Faculty Adviser

Yom Wombacher • Advertising Dir,
Prod. Associate

I

Danen BnIne • Photo Director

Anne Porter • Features Editor

To sign-up for either/both 'of these
events go to the Rec Sports Office
(203 Mark Twain).
·Soup and Soul Food, a simple meal
and time for prayer, meditation and
reflection, from 12 to 1 p.m. at
Normandy United Methodist Church,
8000 Natural Bridge Rd. Sponsored by
Wesley Foundation Campus Ministry.
All are welcome and for more information call Chris Snyder at 314-4093024 or Roger Jespersen at 385·3000.

Thursday, Sept. 28
.Coffee House at the Catholic Newman
Center will run from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
at 8200 Natural Bridge Road (located
across from the West Drive entrance
to North Campus. For more information call 385-3455.

Dave Kinworthy • Spo11S Editor

'Catherine • A&E Editor
Marquis-Homeyer
Erik Buschardt: • Web Edit01"

Dana Cojocaru • Business Associate
Marcellus Chase • Ad Representative

Mutslm Igarashi • Photo Associate
David BaugfMr • Prod. Associate
Erin StJ ..u Mlie! • Prod. Associate
VIOleta Dimitrov3 • Copy Editor

.Soup with Sister will follow mass at
the Catholic Newman Center at
12 :05 p.m. at 8200 Natural Bridge
across from the West Drive
entrance to North Campus. For
more information call 385-3455.

Sunday, Oct. 1
.Catholic Mass will be held at the
South Campus Residence Hall Chapel
at 7:30 p.m.
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THE CANIPUS CR'NlE L'NE
September 15, 2000
A student reported that his Fall 2000 parking permit was stolen between Sept. 12 at
5 p.m. and Sept. 15 at 8 a.m. The vehicle
is believed to have been parked on Lot "I"
at the time the permit was stolen.
September 1 &. 2000
A person leasing University property at
8119 Oxeye reported the residence being
burglarized between Sept. 12 at 9 a.m.
and Sept. 16 at 10 a. m. Entry was gained
by breaking a basement window. Nothing
was taken.
September 17, 2000
A student reported that her vehicle was
stolen from the South Campus Residence
Hall parking lot between 8:30 and 8:40
p.m.

A student reported that a Fall 2000 parking permit was stolen on Sept. 15 from his
The Campus CrimeLine

vehicle while it was parked on the second
floor of parking Garage "D".
September 1 a, 2000
A student reported that his Fall 2000 parking permit was stolen on Sept. 15
between 9:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. whtle his
vehicle was parked at Garage liD", third
level.

A student reported the theft of a Fall
2000 parking permit. The permit was
stolen from his vehicle between Sept. 15
at 1 p.m. and Sept. 16 at 3:30 p.m. The
student's vehicle had been parked on
West Drive.
September 19, 2000
Staff reported that a section of a wall and
some shelving were damaged on Sept. 19
between 2:45 and 3·1 5: p.m. at the new
student center, Roo
§3.

currelll@jinx,umsLedu

A student reported that a Fall 2000 parking permit was stolen on Sept. 14
between 7 and 10 p.m. while his car was
parked on Lot "N". It was later determined that the parking permit was not
stolen.
A student reported that her Fall 2000
parking permit was stolen on Sept. 14
between 5:30 and 8:10 p.m., while her
vehicle was parked on Lot "I".
September 20, 2000
A student reported that while working out
at the fitness center at the tv\ark Twain
Building between 8:30 and 9:30 p.m., she
found a bag containing her personal
belongings to be missing from the floor
outside the center. She found her bag outside the wemen's locker room. On checking the contents, s e found that a watch
was missing which was valued at $186_

A student reported that his Fall 2000 parking permit was stoLen sometime between
Sept. 19 at 11 a.m. and Sept. 20 at 11:30
a.m., while his vehicle was parked at the
Fine Arts Building.

website:

bttp://www.theCllrrerlfOllline.com
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A student reported that his Fall 2000 parking permit was stolen from his vehicle
while it was parked on the fourth floor of
the New West Drive Garage.

A student reported that on Sept. 11
between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. her Fall 2000
parking permit was stolen while her vehicle was parked on the second level of the
New West Drive Garage.

.

A person using the facilities at teh tv\ark
Twain Building reported that his jacket
was stole!) from an unlocked locker at the
men's Locker room. The theft occurred
between 4 and 5 p.m.

MCMA
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Where to vote
(Change of information)

University Center Lobby
Marillac Hall Lobby

Stadler/Benton/Research Bldgs

When to vote '
.10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. and 5:90 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Evening College (3rd floor Lucas Hall)*
September 26 & 27

* Booths only 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. only

U
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'The Nazi Olympics' y:xplores the controversial Berlin event
..................

BY SARA MUELLER
·~ped~i t;:;·tb~

·c-U;;;:erii···............

The Missouri History Museum in Forest Park is
currently hosting 'The Nazi Olympics: Berlin
1936" exhibition which is organized by the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum. The exhIbition gives a detailed look at the controversies surrounding the 1936 Olympics.
The 27th Olympics is now underway, and the
world's finest athletes are competing for various
medals as the world watches with anticipation and
excitement, but during the 1936 Olympics matters
were far more complicated. .
The Olympics were awarded to
Berlin before Adolf Hitler's rise to power
in 1933. As the world watched Hitler and
the Nazi regime, there was a lot of controversy as to whether or not the
Olympics should go on.
The Nazis excluded all Jews from
sports clubs and used sports to militarize
the German youth. The Olympics, completely funded by the Nazi regime, was a
perfect propaganda tool for the regime.
. Prior to the Olympics, the Nazis
cleaned up Germany in order to appear
more peaceful. All anti-Jewish propaganda was taken down, and Gypsies were
sent internment camps. This "clean up,"
along with Germany's appearance as
peaceful and tolerant during the games,
gave the world a false impression of Nazi
Germany.
For all who think they learned a lot
about the Holocaust in high school, this
exhibition teJli; what the textbooks left
out The exhibition shows the support for
the Nazi regime from many Americans; it also tells
the stories of many athletes who were involved in
the Berlin Olympics.
Highlights of the exhIbition include: a section
dedicated to the success of the 18 AfricanAmerican athletes; a section about Jewish athletes
who were not allowed to participate or who protested the games; a detailed description of the occurrences in Germany leading up to the Olympics; and
several televisions featuring speeches made by
Hitler and interviews of the athletes who participated in the 1936 Olympics.
Admission for students is only $3, adults $5.
There are also live presentations every Sunday
through Oct 15. Admission to the presentations is

FAR LEFT INSET: The magazine, Das Deutsche Madel
(The German Girl) portrays
the "ideal" female Aryan
athlete.
CENTER: An official poster
for the 1'936 Olympic
Games.
TOP RIGHT: American athlete Jesse Owens runs his
historic, record-breaking
200-meter race.

free.
The exhibition appears to be short, but one
oould easil spend an h QUI or two taking in every-.
• thing the.exhibition has to offer.
TIle exhibition was very interesting and worthwhile. It gives a .·greater appreciation for the
Olympics and the tradition that goes along with the .
games.

-

Romance ovelist
gives writing t a lk
BY SARA PORTER

..··.. ·······sjjecja(io·th·e..ci~;,:eni · -- . ·. · ··
Award-winning romance novelist Bobbi Smith gave a talk on
Monday, Sept. 18, in Room 75 of
the J.C. Penney Building.
Smith, author of "The Brides of
Durango" series and "Rapture's
Rage,' among others, won the
Roman.tic Times ' "Storyieller of
the Year" award in 1991.
"Romantic novelists are idealistic and romantic," Smith said;
"We are always hoping for the
happy ending in literature and in
life."
Smith, a graduate of the
University of Missouri-St. Louis,
said that her start in writing came
from her love of a television hero.
'1
was
obsessed
with
'Bonanza, ' and I would make up
stories about Adam Cartwright,"
Smith said. "They weren't very
good, but they started my love for
romances and writing."
When she was in school, Smith
said that she was often discouraged
from making writing heT career.

" Nobody, except one teacher in
fifth grade, told me I could be a
writer," Smith said. "We women
were told to be nurses, teachers, or
to just be married."
It was only after 20 years, married with two kids. and reading a
romance novel, that Smith decided
to give writing a try.
"I read 'Flame and Flower,' and
at the time, I loved it," Smith said.
"I was interested in how the author
captured her characters."
"After I finished, I decided to
write my own book," Smith said.
That book, 'Rapture's Rage,' was
released in 1982.
Romance novels have many
fans, most of them women, but
Smith said it has its share of critics.
"The romance genre has billions
of dollars in industry, yet it has
been criticized as 'opium for the
mind, '" Smith said.
"Romance is pure escapism,"
Smith said. " We know Prince
Charming won ' t corne on a white
horse, but it's fun to read anyway."
Smith said that her fans look
forward to the happy endings in
her books.

"Many of my fans have sent me
letters saying things like, 'I'm
going through a really tough time,
and your book tells me everything
is going to be okay n , Smith said.
Besides the happy endings and
temporary escapes, Smith attributes the success of romance novels to
the Gharacters, particularly to the
heroine, evolving with the time.
"In the early days, the female
characters were so submissive,"
Smith said. "Now the male and the
female must be toe-to-toe, matched
in every way possible."
"The female must do something," Smith said. "In my novels,
my females have been bounty
hunters, justices of the peace,
artists, Annie Oakley-types, even a
romance novelist."
Smith's lecture is part of the
"Conversations with Authors"
series sponsored by American
Association of University Women
at the Ferguson-Florissant branch.
It is held annually in the I.C .
Penney building, admission is free .
For more details please call
(314) 506-9127.

"
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'Investment Trust' educates
market-minded students
-

BY AN NE PORTER

.............. .................. .......................... .......
staff editor
~

The Student Investment Trust
began working with the stock market
in 1984.
This organization may sound like
some student hank, but it actually
allows students to invest money and
see what progress the investment will
make.
In 1984, Kenneth locke. a lecturer in school of business adrninistr.t):ion at 1.l11-St. Louis, started the
Investment Trust. From 1984 to
1987, the Trust used paper money.
Then in 1988, Locke pulled some
groups together and obtained some
funding, so the group could actually
use "real" money.
"We had to find an organization
to make the transactions and keep
track of the money," locke said.
Bank of America conducts these
services for the Trust.
Since the group has started using
real money, they have earned
$105,000. Their original invested
amount was $8,900. Locke noted that
some additions have been added in
'the successive years. The students
who have participated in this class
have earned well over half of the

amount they have invested.
With the money made, one student each year is awarded a scholarship of $500. Locke says that the student is usually a finance or a business
major because of the nature of the
organization.
locke founded the Investment
Trust to address investment issues
that do not get addressed in class.
"[The Student Investment Trust]
has bridged gaps between what we
do in class and [the real world]. Some
are not so obvious - what happens on
Wall Street," Locke said.
Some of the issues discussed in
the Investment Trust include the
earning power of common stock,
technical analysis, and investor
behavior.
In every meeting of the Student
Investment Trust, each member gives
a brief proposal of possible stock to
purcha.<;e. That proposal consists of
revenue reports of each stock, how
many times it has split, and where it
originated.
The Student Investment Trust
may be taken for credit. The class is
called Business Administration and
each semester counts as one credit
see INVEStMENT,
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phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

QUOTES
"Consistency requires
yon to be as ignorant
today as you were a
year ago.
-Bernard Berenson
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

<eyou can t crush ideas
by suppressing them.
You can only crush

them by ignoring them."
-Ursula Kroeber LeGuin
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

"'T here will come a time
when you think every..
thing is finished . Tha.t
will be the beginning."
-Louis L'Amour
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

Redbirds deliver ballpark thrills to fans
W

AND THE PaINI'Is...
ANNE PORTER

hoevet invented the song
"Take Me Out to the
Ballgame" must have
understood the true beauty of a baseball game. There is nothing, at least
that I can think of. anyway, that can
compare to the smell of fried onions,
beer, and hot dogs.
You can even not be, hungry at all
and want to buy one of the overpriced chicken strips with French
fries ($7.00), and not even feel guilty
about the fat or that one paid hour of
work you just spent.
Last Wednesday night the
Cardinals clinched the National
League Central Division. I can, by

far, say that was one the most fabulous games I have ever attended.
We were late as usual. Not
because of my boyfriend, but because
no matter how early I get ready to go
somewhere. I can never ru.rive on
time.
So we stepped into Busch Stadium
around the third inning. The score
was still 0-0. Our seats could not have
been better. I've always had a preference for the lower bleachers on the
Cardinals side (sections 507 and
509), but our seats for this game were
located in row 21-the last row before
the concrete walkway, between the
upper and lower bleachers.

These may be my new favorite
seats, because no one kicked us in the
back and spilled beer or peanut shells
in our hair, plus we could get in and
out easily and not interrupt 13 other
peoples' enjoyment of the game by
asking them to stand up in order to let
us get through by shoving our butts in
their view.
The Cards must have waited for us
(or so it seemed), because almost
immediately Jim Edmonds hit a
grand slam. Then. as if that waSIl 't
enough, Ray Lankford slanuned a
shot into the green grass between the
left and right field bleachers.
Since all these runs were scored,

the crowd was going wild. All stood with six and the Cards with 11. We
on their feet, on their bleachers, what- missed the second round, where
Paqeutte hit his second homerun of
ever would make them taller.
The Cards already led by 5. Then the day in the seventh inning, because
in the fifth inning, Paquette sent I was visiting the ATM and purchasanother Rawlings out of the park. . ing an adult beverage.
This game proves that the
After that little bam, the Cardinals led
by eight.
Cardinals can· win the World
Houston tried to come back. Championship.
The Redbirds' fans and supporters
Hidalgo scored one with a single
homerun
into
the bleachers. have all the faith in the world that
Everyone in the bleachers chanted, they can, at least the fans at
"Throw it back, throw it back."
Wednesday game demonstrated they
I don't think the catcher of the ball do.
did though. Edmonds looked back as
G90d luck Cardinals. I gotta good
if to say, "Don't throw it at me,"
feeling about this one, and I know
Ultimately, the Astros ended up you, 'players, do too.
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Online s rises get
the best of everyone

SGA elections present
tough choices for once Y
Voters , you never had it so good .
SGA may be . truggling to overcome
last years woes, but this year's electi ms nave one of the best lists of candidates we' ve ever seen_ Too m any
times in the past 77le Current has
stmggled to find someone to endorse
from a list of mediocre candidates;
this year we had the very different
problem of having to pick just one
when there were 0 many q ualified,
talented people tu choo. e from. But
that is a problem we 're willing to live
with. Our editorial board did at last
n<UTOW the selection down, but first a
few words about the candidate we
did not choos :
For Pre id nt, we liked many of
Julie Clifford's ideas, but fe lt- her
platform really needed some sort of
unifying vi ion to tie it all together.
Bob Miller !;poke eJoqu ntly, and he
made some very good points about
the nature of politics - especially
SGA's need to get some earl. successes to help erase the bad mem0I1
of last year. But Miller' foc u on fine
art" and culture was too naJTOW, and
in places veered too far into the
abstract. Chris Taylor presented
himself very well, but he was too
vague about his int ntion·s for the
presidency.
Mike Rankins, with his long hi tOLy af activism on behalf of UMSL
students, was a sl1-ong second 'hoice
fur vice president. M . Josh Ryan
made some good points, but we did
not feel he was decisive enough to
swashbuckle through the political

wrangling aJld get them implemented_And Steven Wolfe, though he has
good ideas and can present himself
very well when it comes to written
communication, is just too strongly
tied to the baggage from last year.
Those candidates made a strong
showing, but our endorsement goes to
the candidates running under the slate
they call "Students for Leadership,
Involvement, and Change" or SUe.
SUC has Ryan Connor on the presidential ticket, E llory Glenn for vice
president, and Ayo Olson for comptroller.
We cho e this slate for many reasons - the acronym certainly wasn't
one of them. UMSL doesn't need a
billlch of slick politiciaJ1S after last
year's mess, but it does need an era of
re:;ponsible leadership. and we felt
SLIe's vi ·ion. when combined with a
reali tic approach to attainable goals.
made its candidates the best choice.
As for the other candidate- who
seem to be a very capable QfOUp of
people, we uggest that students write
them in a,<; at-large representatives to
make sure that they still have. a voi e
in student government. Any candi<i1.te wbo does not wish to ' rYe as a
representative would bave the option
of declining the position, of course .
Our thanks to all f the candidates,
and a reminder t all students to get
out there and ote this Tuesda and
Wednesday. If you have questions
about the candidate 's platforms
please ee the v ter ' guide in this
week's is ue of The CUl7PnJ.

The·issue:
Usually the SGA eledions
provide us with few decent
candidates, but this time ·
there's a different problem. There are so many
qualified candidates, it's
hard to endorse just three.

We suggest:
Aft er going over all the
candidates, the most rational r responsible and realistic choice seemed to be
the slate "Students for
Leadership, Involvement,
and Change. " This slate
features Ryan Connor for
president, Ellory Glenn for
vice preSident, and Ayo
Olson for comptroller.
Students should write in
the other candidates as atlarge representatives so
t heir good ideas aren't
lost.

S wha

0

you think?

Write a letter to the editor
about this issue or anything
el.se on your mind .

•
LETTERS

Make a difference, run as a write-in candidate
Student righ . are slowly being
taken away from students here at the
University of Mi<;souri Juring the year

2000
last spring. the power of the
Student Court to review .l¥llilen tralfw ..
tickets Was taken ~W~'i J;>y pie ~dmi)'\'n
istration. TIle tud.;nts WI'1fC given IlOIt
voice in the process.
Student
After
the
failed
Government Association ejections I (
spring, the administration appointed a
provisional SG to set up aJld run the
uPl-=oming SGA elections. Students
were told that they w re going to have
a stuJ ent lead rs ' meeting for the tudents to olve the problem. However.
student~ were not given any say in the
matter. TIle admini !ration appointed
the provisional SGA.
After tll Student Court ruled earli-

EDITORIAL

BOARD
,JOSH RENAUD

8RIAN DOUGLAS

er this month that the pro - .onal SGA
w ill gal, the provisionaISG <:ontinu to function . They changed the
election rules for the upcoming SG
election without the approval f the

SO

robl . lear violati n of rh

SGAmllStiturion. Although the proviional SGA was funned to et lip and
run the upcoming election. members
of the provisional SG bave decided
to run in the elections.
Do you want the administration to
continue to step on y lIT _ tudent
rights? If not. then it is time for tudents to take a stand.
First. if yo u do not like the candidates running in the upcoming election. write yourself in for office. 1l1at
is your right.
One of the best kept secrets about
SGA is the at-large representative that

represent the vruiou' 'ch001 !U1d ('QI-

Jeges here at UMS L. There i , up10 be an rep.reseutati e £
every 500 tud fits . H ,\ ver anI
t1.vo tudents are running for those
If you ger :l. coupl of peop} to
writ }'QU in fur Y Ul' schMI or llege •
ou an bel ,ted and t, rt to /Ilak a
difference on this campus. 11 al 0
would look good on your resume.
Second. vat in th SGA election
on Sept. 6-27. D pite tbe problems
that bappened I~ t year, e need to
how the administrati n that tudents
car about what happens on this campus. If we don't show the adnlinistration that. tudents care, they could tah-e
away our student g vem ment. Don't
forget to vote.

posed

-Steven M. Wolfe

"Ou r Opinion " reflect s the
majorit y opinion of t he
editorial board

LE

we. were writing back and forth
weekly.
I thought Yolang.: was male. I was
I make that statement grudgingly. wrong. And boy did I feel stupid
becallse it implies that there are mil- when I found out. Yolange sent me
lions predators hunting for victiIDs in an ernail last eek signed "Your sisevery chat room, message board, and ter in Christ:- "Vhell I aw the word
discussion group on the Intemet. I sister, I couldn' t believe my eyes.
believe that's. a false image, perpetu·
I've tal.ren about five years of
ated by the media, so I've always Spanish classes in high school and
tried to combat it.
college. 1 know enough that I c an
undee;tand
most
rve been telecommunicating for almost
things r read, but 1'm
10 years now, and I've
a hO.nible speaker,
never really had a
and I don't use verb
ten ses -ery well.
."surprise" experience
with a person 6nline.
Most importantly, I
At least until recently,
had no idea that
"Yolange" was a
I got my start with
feminine
name.
local "bulletin board
Being male myself I
services:; or BBSe,~ as
sim ply assumed that
they were affectionthe person 1 was talkately known run out
ing to was also male.
of people's homes.
y, lange is an
The BBSing commuJOSH R E N AUD
nity was wiped out by ..... . --... ..... .....:..." ... .:.. .... ...... . amazing person who
d
eduor-l11-c!Jze!
· tJ.'
the popul anza
has seen a lot of
on an
commercialization of the Internet, adversify. She bas told me about her
stmggle' in Bolivia_ and about the
though. so I had to move on.
At first, I had to be dragged kick- role Petra played in helping her.
ing and screaming into participating Every email overflowed with emoin usenet newsglUups and the ,\'orld tion and feeling, and she always
wide web. But oVer time, I really got thanked me for assisting her \l;-jth her
into it and leaJned how to build my website.
own websites, and even hO\v to make
l ill the signs were there in her
emails. I just never picked ul? on
money building sites for clients.
By far, the most popular website, them. I figured she was a very emoI've developed, is a site called "Petra tional guy.
Rocks !Vly World' " It's dedicared to
Well, everything s been sorted out
the pioneering Christian rock band now_ I still chide my elf about the
Petra. Because Petra is very popular whole thing, and it certai:nlv gave her
with people across the globe - espe- a laugh.
cially in Latin AmeL1ca - I meet a lot
If anything, this proyed that 1 m
of people through the site.
not quite the judge of online personEnter . Yolange. Yolange first alities that I believed I was. And
emailed me at the beginning of the maybe, jut ma be. r Il h ave to modyear, asking for some website advice. ify my throw-caution-to-tbe-wind
I wrote back and explained the basic
approa h to meeting people,You can
of getting taJ.ted. Before 1 knew it, never be too sure.
OU can never be sure about
the people you meet online.

,

How do you feel about the topics we've written
about in the Opinions section this week?

Letters to the Editor
7940 Natu ral Bridge
St. Louis, MO 63 121

FAX

•

(3 14) 516-6811
EMAIL

current@jim.umsl.edu
Letters to the editor should
be brief and those not
exceeding 200 words will be
given preference. We edit letters for clarity, length and
grammar. All letters must be
signed and include a daytime
phone number.

• SGA elections
• Terence McCrayc.ase andlor, hate crimes
• Rights of the student body

You can make your voice heard in a
variety of ways!

.,

• Submit a Letter to t he Editor
• Write a Guest Commentary
• Visit the Campus Issues Forum on thecurrentonline.com

~

Recent trial raises
thoughts on color
hances are you haven' t heard Due to Florida law. McCra will have
of Terrence M Cray. His trial to serve 40 plus of tbo ytW'S'- for
\
peI:bap tbe D1 st I'OC'eDt he'd even be eligt"ble . r~a.rol «£l:uIrq
pisode in America' ongoing strug- really' QO happy endi,rlg to a sto
gle with hale crimes. Wb t set the lik this, but at least there is the COllMcCray c e apaJt, aside from its solation that justice was er ed. The
h eer brutality, is that it is one of the law worked, thi time. But I can't
first time> hate crime legislation has help being saddened that the only
been used in the prosecution of a time we e er eem willing to menti0n
black defendent for a crime comitted racism in this country is AFfER
against a white victim.
s m ne has been beat n or killed or
. at the very least
TIle case was
r~ sed. Our efforts t{)
shocking and horrifydeal with racism, or
ing, as _ucb cases generally are. McCray,
aJly other form of
hate crime, are often
who had conslUUed a
large amount of a1co-more divisive than
conciliatory. Maybe
hoi and had also used
a large quantity of
it'iS time to rethink
marijuana that day.
" here we stand in
announced to his
our efforts to legisfriends that he was
late morality.
going to "hit the next
The CUlTent trend
in hate crime legislacracker who }Valked
down the street." The
tion divides . us
next cracker turned
instead of uniting us.
BRIAN DOUGLAS
out to be Gregory
.;;i;;~·;,.fj-:ng
We are falling into a
Griffith , an elderly
dangerous precedent
man who suffered from epilepsy. of prosecuting crimes on the ba.,is of
McCray kept his word, and hit the the identity of the victim or the idenman, starting a beating that resulted tity of the perpetrator. While 'these
with the senior lying on the . ground things are not outside consideration, it
and being stomped repeatedly about is the act itself which must be parathe head and neck He died some days mounl It is not the business of the
later, in the hospital, of brain trauma
law to pmtect certain groups. Which
Everyone held their breath while groups will we protect? Which ones
the trial proceeded. Race and racism will we not protect? \\'ho will decide?
are still very touchy subjects in our Inevitably. someone will get left out,
country, with the topic of reverse dis- and become the permissible. victim. _
crimination often treated as though TIle law must protect all citizens
taboo.
equally. The horrible thing about
It was a strange trial, at once so what happened in ·Florida is that a
much about and not about race. The human being was brutally killed.
prosecution was very straightforward, Period. Whether it was a man or a
and there was plenty of evidence, woman, black or white, is irrelavent.
with testimony coming from white
If you looked at the crime scenes
and black alike. The jury fOUIid where Gregory Griffith and Rodney
McCray guilty of second degree mur- King were beaten, you would ·'not
der with the added enhancement of have been able to tell them apart. The
racial prejudice, and the judge sen- blood was red in both places.
tenced him to 48 years imprisonment.
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Sean Pr ice
Undecided {Sophomore

----,,--"Maybe, I'd try being a
woman. It w ould be int e rest·
ing to see things from a differ·
ent perspectiVe oth er than
that of m ale."

"

Holly Handl ey
Junior / Elementary Education

Toni Gibson
Freshman/Nursing

----,,---

----,,---

''Woman, because you can
change y o ur look whenever
you like and you always form
closer relationships with
friends."

----,,---

"Maybe a woman because Its
something I haven't experi·
enced yet. It would allow my
mind to grow in adifferent
way"

"I would be a woman because
I already know what to expect
and save myself from the
same mistakes."

-.:---,,---
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Penally saves game
Riverwomen win la~t week's game
with penalty kick in double overtime

r---I
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BY DAVE KINWORTHY

staff editor

Darren BruneI

TIle (;un'enl

Jennifer Terbrock keeps her eye on the ball at a recent soccer
game. The Riverwomen are currently 4-4 with a 2-1 record this
year for the Great Lakes Valley Conference.

Although a lapse in the second
half almost cost the Riverwomen's
soccer team the game, a strong double-overtime effort ended on a
penalty kick goal by Lindsey
Siemens, as UM-St. Louis rebounded from a loss to Northern
Kentucky to improve their conference mark to 1-l.
"We had about 15-20 minutes
straight where I think that they pretty much dominated and put a lot of
pressure on us," Head Coach Beth
Goetz said. "You have those m~nta1
breaks and that is all it takes.
Fortunately, we only gave up one
goal and ended up having to fight to
come back and win, even though I
think we pretty much dominated
that overtime."
The overtime penalty' kick goal
was a result of some strong pressure
from Lindsey Siemens and Lindsay
Jones as the Indianapolis goaltender

came out to make a play and left the . attacked in the fIrst half, as they
goal wide open. The shot was taken jumped ahead on a goal 14:54 into
by Siemens, but an Indianapolis the contest on a corner kick from
player was there to knock the ball Lindsay Jones that skipped across
down with her hands, resulting in an the goal mouth, and Shelly Dixon
immediate red card and rewarding was there to finish the play.
"It is always important especialthe Riverwomen with a penalty
ly as far as winning a game," Goetz
kick.
"We had the better of the play said. "It builds a little confidence
and I would like to think that we getting that first goal. Obviously,
earned that win," Goetz said. "It is we needed to get another one. We
unfortunate to win on a mistake like are creating scoring opportunities,
that, but we' would have gotten that but we are just not putting the ball
goal regardless."
in the net and that is a problem that
The Riverwomen were without we focused on at practice this
goaltender Katie Bertling due to week."
prior commitments, but Meghan
This
past
weekend,
the
Kenney stepped in and played a Riverwomen took on St. Joseph's
solid game, stopping 15 of 16 shots and Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne
for her first victory of the season.
in a heqted weekend of Great Lakes
"We recruited [Hertling] pretty Valley Conference matchups.
"We need to come out of this
late in the game and she had a prior
2-0,"
Goetz
said.
commitment as she coaches a youth weekend
team," Goetz said. "They had "Splitting these two games is not
bought plane tickets and the whole even good enough. They are both
bit to take their team out of town."
going to be really important
The Riverwomen cam.e out and games."

R·women kill 3 in a row Rivennen
suffer loss

BY DAVE KINWORTHY
.._.............. -......... ,-, ......... -...... '.-.

. staff editor
The Riverwomen's volleyball
team is grateful for one thing: to be
playing a game at.home for a change.
They finally returned after a 12
match road trip to soundly defeat
Bellarmine in three games in a Great
Lakes Valley Conference matchup.
In the first ganle. UM-Sl Louis
trailed 2-6 at one point. But the
Riverwomen took the first game of
the match 15-13 due to the enthusiasm from freshman Melissa Frost
and senior outside hitter Gretchen
Duffner making crucial kills at 13-7
and for a sideout at 14--13 to stop the
Bellarmine onslaught.
Head Coach Denise Silvester was
grateful to return home to a noisy
crowd that helped urge the
Riverwomen onto victory.
"1 knew it was the home game jitters," Silvester said. "It was tough
playing your first home match. I was
impressed with our teams' blocking.
I think we really shut down the other
tearn offensively."
In the second game of the match,
the Riverwomen took command
early and never looked back. With a
10-2 lead, they stretched it with
junior outside hitter Holly Zrout
playing a crucial role as she halted
Bellarmine at 11-4 with a big kill and
then came back to get the last kill of
the game after two Duffner digs on
the defensive side to secure the game
15-8.
In the third and final game that
the Riverwomen swept to open their
home court record 1-0, UMSL got
out early with a 7-2 lead on
Bellarmine. Duffner finished the
game with the last two serves as the
Riverwomen defeated Bellarmine
handily, 15-4.
"Sbe's got great leadership
skills," Silvester said. "She needs to
stay within herself sometimes. She
tries to play outside of herself and
that is when she gets a little wild. If
she plays within herself, she does a
very nice job: '
According to Silvester though, it
was not just one person who allowed
the Riverwomen to \\-'in their home
opener.
"Gretchen [Duffner) had some
good swings on the outside with
some good kills," Silvester said.
"Janae Paas did a great job running
the offense and contributing on other

• BY DAVE KINWORTHY

.............. ............. .
staff editor

.- ..... ".- ................."

Darren B"mel The CurrenJ

Gretchen Duffner tips the ball over the net in the recent victory against Bellarmine this past
Friday. The Riverwomen ended the match early winning the first three games.
.

aspects. Overall tbough, I think it
was pretty much a team effort with
everybody out there."
The Riverwomen then hosted
Rockhurst University - the No. 23
ranked team in Division IT women's
volleyball - a day after the

Bellarmine match. The ranking
itself did not intimidate the
Riverwomen going into the
matchup, as they have already
played against No. 12 Northern
Kentucky and No. 17 Grand Valley
State.

"We played them here last year
and they handled us," Silvester said.
'They lost some key offensive players and I think that we are stronger
than we were last year. I think it is
going to be a great match."

"

After a transitional first two halves
of soccer with equal attacking and
defending roles, the UM-St. Louis
men's soccer team lost to Indianapolis
off of a free ldck that was scored with
2:38 remaining in the first overtime,
dropping their record in the Great
Lakes Valley Conference to 1-1.
"I think the guys realized that it
was one of those games where one little mistake was made on our part,"
Head Coach Hannibal Naiiar said.
"We thought that in the back the ball
was going to go to the free guy, and
the free guy was going to take it down,
and that was a little lapse on our part.
One of the good lessons about it is that
we are going to continue to try to iron
out the problems, and we need mistakes to know what is right."
During the second half of the
game, with 20:00 remaining, defenseman Kyende Bormentar went out with
an injury, but Najjar insetted sophomore Jeff Stegman into the lineup and
dropped attacker Dwight De Leon to
make the game more exciting.
"Jeff has been more of a disappointment to himself," Najjar said. "I
am looking at this young man and seeing good physique and good concentration. There is something that needs
to happen and I think that with one
strike of that ball and finding the net
will solve the problems. Last year, he
was the leading scorer as a freshman
and this year he is a sophomore and
we are looking for him to step up.
Once he gets that one good strike, "I
will use him more in an attacking role,
but I still must call upon him to defend
the minute that we lose the ball in the
transition play."
The game against Indianapolis
took 102:23 to complete, but the
Rivermen looked fresh during this
week of practice as they headed on the
road to take on St. Joseph's and
Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne. UMSL
headed to Indiana with a record of 3-5
overall.
"We had a good week's worth of
practice," Najjar said. "I did not want
to press them. We did some small
things and fine tuning with shooting
and passing .. The attitude is good.
Every game is tough in this l~aue.
Right now, we have not had a soft
game in the nine games that we have
played so far."

EDITOR
DAVE KINWORTHY

sports editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

GAMES
Women's
Volleyball
at SIU Edwardsville
7:00 pl1~ Fd, 5ept. 29
at Southern Indiana
1:00 pm, Sat., 5ept 30

M en's
Soccer
V.

Wisconsin-Parkside
5-30 pm, Fri., Sept. 29

v. lewis
12:30 pm, Sun .. Oct. 1

Women's
Soccer
v. Wisconsin-Parkside
7'30 pm, Fri., Sept. 29

v. lewis
3:00 pm, SUfi, Oct. 1

Cardinals ready to tak e on foes in playoffs
T

LATEST Scoop

DAVE KINWORTHY

he St. Louis Cardinals officially clinched the National
League Central Division
Championship this past Wednesday
and what a great sight it was.
For the past three years of the Tony
LaRussa regime, St. Louis fans have
agonized over the possibility of eventually making it back to the playoffs
and now they will wait no longer.
. The Cardinals have played excellently this season and with brilliant
mastermind General Manager Walt
Iocketty solidifying the infield and the
rnajOlity of the team for next season,
the squad has come together in a hurry
and should dominate the Central for a
long time to come.

Why have the Cardinals become
such a threat to make it to the World
Series this season compared to the previous years? The answer is quite easy
when you look at the quality pitchers
and hitters acquired for the long haul.
The fIrst move that bolstered the
Cardinal lineup was the acquisition of
Jim Edmonds from the Anaheim
Angels.
Edmonds, a potential Most
Valuable Player candidate, has eased
the pressure on Mark McGwire and
has a glove that shines in center field.
With his presence, it forced Ray
Lankford, who had a rocky start to the
season, to play even better and come
on strong duiing the homestretch just

to push for playing time.
The second move was the signing
of Andy Benes from the Arizona
Diamondbacks and Darryl Kile from
the Colorado Rockies. These two
pitchers - along with a great season
from Garrett Stephenson - have dominated the National League Central and
proved that the Cardinal rotation has
been solidified.
The third and final move was the
trade for Will Clark from the Baltimore
Orioles. With McGwire nursing
injuries all season, Clad: provided a
presence on the field while McGwire
recovered His quality bat in the lineup
and his veteran leadership in the
dugout has brought more emotion to

the Cardinal lineup than Dick Vermeil
whenever he talked to the press after
each Rams game last season.
The only question to answer is who
will be the Cardinals first foe in the
playoffs this season?
If the Cardinals, who are currently
in a bind with the San Francisco Giants
and the Atlanta Braves for the best
record in the National League, can
muster up more grit and desire, Buscb
Stadium will be packed with at least
four home games in the first series of
the playoffs.
It does not really matter who the
Cardinals play in the first playoff series
because the playoffs are a whole new
ballgame. The New York Mets have

blundered before and their rotation
does not even compare even with Mike
Hampton. Mike Piazza is not a whole
entire tearn.
The Braves have played the
Cardinals pretty well this season, but
their pitchers have seen better days.
The pitchers' age could also playa role
toward the end. Even if they advance
past the first series, they will choke as
usual.
The Giants might be the best team
there is right now at home, but without
clinching home field advantage, Barry
Bonds and the rest of the Giants squad
might not make it back home without
hanging their heads.
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Incubus bassist Dirk
Lance speaks out

CATHERIN E

MARQUiS-H OM EYER

a&e editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

MOVIES

September

BY CHARLIE BRIGHT

29
"Girl fight"

"Remember the ntans"

October
6
"Dr. T & The Women"
" Meet the Parents"
"Digimon: The Movie"

13
"Bounce"
'''The Ladies Man"
"The Contender"
"0 Brother, Where Art
Thou?"

20
"Two Family House"
"Ring of Fire"
"Bedazzled"

27
"Book of Shadows: Blair
Witch 2"
"Lucky Numbers"
"The Yards"
"Blow Dry"
"Squelch"
"Monkey Bone"

s
30
"Elvis-the Concert"
Elvis Presley's former bandmates live on stage with
video of Elvis at the Fox

11
"Inherit the Wind"
The classic play on stage at
the Repertory Theatre 0/
5t. Louis through Nov. 10

27
San Francisco Ballet
at the Fox through Oct, 28

10
"Salome"
Ballet pre/armed by the
Sydney Dance Company at
the Fox through Nov. 11

stalf writer

staff write 1-

On top of the charts with its alternative radio smashes "Pardon Me"
and "Stellar." Incubus has just
released a special treat for their fans.
When Incubus Attacks Volume 1 was
released earlier this month. It contains
acoustic and live versions of previously released material, as well as an
exclusive track. "Crowded Elevator."
While the acoustic songs highlight
the beauty of Incubus' musi .... - an
,"spcct often overshadowed by distortion (md DJ Kilgore's electronics - the
EP catcrs more to Incubus fans than
the average music listener. VVhell
Incubus :lttacks Volume 1 is a limited
pressing of 100,000, so be sure to
pick it up before it disappears.
The Cr~rrellt sat down with
Incubus bassist Dirk Umce for an
exclusive interview while the group
wa in St. Louis with Ozzfe:;t this
past swnmer.
TIle Current: How has music
changed your life?
Dirk L ance: Well. it's given me a
career. I mean, before it was just a
hobby. I was always into music, but
now I do it for a living, so it's a pretty drasti.c change. Whether I have a
future in it or not, I don't know...
Everything I do now revolves around
it one way or another.
.
TC: How has music changed your
perception of yourself1
DL: I'd say. through music I've
realized my creative "ide. I can't draw
or anything like that, but I play bas
and write .ongs, that kind of thing.
It's allowed me to tap into my own
cre<:ltivity.
TC : Do you think music can
change society?
DL : Po . 'ibl y, if people take lyric
seriolL<;ly and take your mes, age setiousJy. If you're a big enough band,
you can have an influence n people.
It's hard for music to make any sort of
big changes only because evryone's
dQing different thing '. On group is
telling you you should do this. and
another group is teUing you that's til
wrong thing and you homd do omething else. If evelyone was saying the
same thing, I think then. maybe
music could change society.
T C : What is yom favorite colo()
DL: Uh, blue.
T C : S.CI EN C.£ and Make
Yourself have quite different textures
and styles. What do you think is
responsible for this shift?
DL: The experience of being on
tom for a couple of year" and meeting
people, and traveling the world really
changed what we wanted to do. Also.
you know, a lot of people think that
you make a record and you can keep
making that same record over and
over again, and that's not what we
ever want to do. Everyone should be
different and just reflect... It's just a
picture, a snapshot of where we were
at that particular time. Make Yourself
was where we were last March and
April. It's not necessarily even where
we ar'e right now. S. C.l.E.N. C.E. was
where we were in January of '97.
TC: Do you think entertainment
is dangerous or liberating?
DL: Entertainment? I think irs
liberating. I think entertainment,
when you use it in that way, couldn't
ever be dangerous. Sometimes, what
people flnd entertaining couId sometimes be dangerous. I'd say music
specifically as entertainment .is definitely liberating. But you know, it's a
double-edged sword. If you're not
responsible with the things that you
say to people, they may go out and do
what you're talking about. If you
write a song about going out and
shooting somebody, someone might
go out and shoot somebcxly. Granted,
most people are smarter than that, but
I still think it's liberating.

Forget everything you thought
you knew about Latin music. The
"Macarena" is dead, and Los
Amigos Invisibles (The Invisible
Friends)'have nailed the coffin finnly shut.
Arepa 3000 is the best thing since
sliced bread_ With influences from
disco to techno, Los Amigos
Invisibles created an album unlike
anything native to the U.S. Imagine
an eclectic Spanish Barenaked
Ladies with They Might Be Giants
undertones, and you'll start to get the
picture.
Honestly, I couldn't understand a
lot of what these guys were saying,
but the tracks are absolutely fantastic. In fact, the only problem I had
with Arepa 3000 was. that my
Spanish isn't as good as theirs. It
wouldn't have bothered so much, if
their eleventh track hadn't been in
perfect English.
Their incredible talents have
landed them on MTV and radio, and
though they aren't mainstream just
yet, they will be.. If this cl:isc is any
indication of where the band is headed, I give them two years before they

MUSIC NEWS

Incubus bassist Dirk Lance

r

come home really late or reaIly early
in the morning at six, after you 've
been out drinking all night long. Egg
McM uftill no bacon. no ham, a hash
brown and a small Pepsi, it's okay
[editor 's note: McDonald's caries
Coca-Cola products exclusively].
Every once in a while, I' ll get drunk
enQugh to eat at McDonald's for real,
but I try not to.
TC: What . ort of things feed you
spiritually',
DL: Boobs . Pornography. basically.
TC: If you had to change your flIst
name, what would you change it to?
DL: I have another name all
planned out for myself. It's going to
be John Scorpio.
TC: Do you feel it's important to
m ake money ?
DL: Yes. I wish it was different.
I'd love to live in the dreamland.
where you don' t have to have ajob or
you don 't have to need anything, or
provide for a family at some point
later on in life, but that's not reality.
TC: If you were an animal, what
animal wouId you be?
DL: A wolverine.
TC: Have you had a chance to see
many of the other bands?
DL: I've seen basically everybcxly.
I haven't seen some of the second
stage bands just because they tend to
be so far away and it's either hot or
raining and I'm just not motivated.
TC: Has there been any backstage
shenanigans you could tell us about?
DL: Well, there's the assorted, just,
you knOw... drunken mullet-headed
rednecks that are always hanging out
on this tour. For the most part, they
kind of run a tight ship~ here, so you
don't get to see too much crazy shit.
It's not like it was a couple of years
ago on this tour [when we did Ozzfest
in 1998] with Limp Bizkit and stuff
like that, you know, where people
were having sex in the showers, filming porn. It's actually been pretty tame
for the most part. I wish there was
something really exciting to tell you.
TC: We could make something
up.
DL: Um, yeah, we usually like to
pull someone out of the crowd and
beat them unmerciful. And because
\ve're in a band, we get away with
that.
.

sjJecial to The Current
Victoria Williams' fifth CD,
Water to Drink, is a sweet refreshing
effort and is welcome in any music
lover 's collection.
Williams' refusal to pigeonhole
herseIf into one particular geme of
music aIlows her to explore different
varieties in her CD anywhere from
country, blues, R&B, pop, gospel,
standard, and in one, somewhat
missed endeavor, grunge.
In the sweet, country-like
"Granny's Hat Pin" Williams uses
evelyday illustrations, such as her
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Smashing PUl11pkins
distribute their final
album over internet
BY PATRICK WESTON

stall u n'ter
This month marks a miJestone
for the intersection of the "music
industry and the intemet.
The Smashing Pumpkins have
released their final album, }L4.CH1NA 11 I the .fjiends and enemies of
modem music As the name suggests, this record is the follow-up to
MA CHINA I the machines of god.
Culled from the original tvIACillNA rec0rding sessions, MACHINA
II features past concert staples such
as ''Glass' Theme," "Cash Car Star"
and "If There Is A God," as well as
reworked versions of the previously
released "Heavv Metal Machine,'
"Blue Skies Bring Tears," and
"Speed Kills."
However, it is not the music itseIf
that is making its mark, but instead
the way MACHINA'11 was released.
Frontman Billy Corgan pressed 25
Billy Corgan
vinyl copies of the album and proceeded to give them to close friends
preventing them from releasing anyand select fans, who are active in the
thing on an6tl1er label, they chose to
online Smashing Pumpkins commug{) directly to the fans and give
nity. Corgan reportedly included
VIrgin the middle finger. There are
instructions to make the album
no plans for MACHlNA 11 to be _
available via the internet as soon as
commercially released.
possible.
What will come of this ha~ yet to
The album quickly made its way
be seen. Virgin ha~ not made a.statearound the internet. It can currently
ment OIl the matter.
be found on countless fan sites hostMeanwhile, the Pumpkins' fans
ing the songs in .mp3 format, as well
have picked up the task of promotas through flle-sharing software ing the album. Pumpkinheads
such as Napster, Gnutella, Freenet,
planned strategies OIl the official
and Scour. Fans have also been
Smashing Pmnpkins bulletin board
burning CD-R copies of the album
(http://messageboard. smashingfor each other, usually at no cost.
. pumpkins.com), including sending
The Pumpkins are the first major
promotional copies of the record to
group to distribute an album in such
radio stations. Several stations have
a fashion. The reason for the innovreportedly added "Let Me Give The
ative move? It is reported that the
World To You" to their playlists.
Pumpkins were dissatisfied with the
For more information or to
way Virgin Records was treating
download the albuh1, refer to the
them. Since the Pumpkins' contract
Smashing
Pumpkins
Fan
includes a noncompetitve clause
Collaborative (http://www.spfcorg).

Victoria Williams delivers 'o n
BY SARA PORTER

~ "-> '

surpass Ricky Martin (Ric!...)' who?
and Carlos Santana for be t Latin
band. Last week's television coverage of Latin IIlwtic was a good
example of how tiu. once ob 'cure
genre is slowly creeping into every
facet of American life.
This album is for two different
groups - those who don't speak
Spanish, and those who don' t mind a
little spi-ce in their music. One song
"Seslon
de
in
particular,
Masturbaci6n," (wbich is exactly
what it soumis like) is ,ill example of
what these guys d with music that
should never be done, or should
have been done years ago, depending on your sensitivity and sense of
humor.
There's also a guy who nan-ates
the CD in Sparllsh dlloughnut.
Again, I can only pick up part of
what he's saying. but it's hilarious
nonetheless.
In addition to being really great,
Arepa 3000 is incredibly long.
Unlike some of the albums out
today, this one packs in greal songs,
one after another, for over an hour.
Arepa 300() is something that you
should at least listen to, next tinle
you're in a music store. Give it a
shot, it's good ear' candy.

,

TC: When In I.W US Alta 'ks,
Volume One is due out later thO
month. What sort of material bas bee
collected fo r t1lli ?
DL: There ' a live ersion of
"Pardon Me." there' an acou t ic version of "Pardon Me;' a liv version of
a ~ ong called "Fa orit Things" from
S.C.l.E. . .£., an unr.~leased track
called "Crowded Elevat r" that didn't
make it onto tbe .S. release of Make
Yourself It' on the Japanese release...
TC: Wasn't that on the. .. the, 00.. .
something el5e-.,
DL: A tually, bit! It w on the
- Scream
soundtra. k, too! 1 forgot
about that So [ think there's like fi e
ongs, that's basically it.
TC: It's titled Volwlle One. Are
there more volum to come or is that
just a catchy name?
DL: I think it's both. It leaves us
room for Volume Two. but if there is
not.. . If there i n 't a Volume Two, irs
just a catcby name.
TC: Let's play a quick game of
word association. Just say the first
word that comes to mind. Seven.
DL: Huh?
TC: Seven. Like the number?
Seven?
DL: Six.
TC: Spike.
DL: Jome.
TC: Crest.
DL: Audio.
TC: Soar, like a bird soars ...
DL: Albatross.
TC: We've heard that Fungus
Amongus is being rereleased.
DL: I think there are some pretty
interesting songs in there. That's a picture of us at 16. A lot of the songs
were written when we were 15, 16,
17. When it came out, I think it was a
limited run, like when we were l7 or
18. I look back on those songs and
sometimes I think that, you know, we
weren't very good. But that's okay.
We got better. There were like 1,000
[copies] and we basically had to give
them away because no one wanted
them. Now people want it. I don't
know why.
TC: What do you think of
McDonald's?
DL: I stopped eating there, for the
most part, a number of years ago.
Although, I do kind of like their
breakfast, especially, like when you

'.

Los Amigos Invisibles
should please even those
who can't speak Spallish

BY PATRICK W ESTON
... ..... - .. ...
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~ater

to Drink'

grandmother 's hat, to ponder her hindrance in some of the more dravalue in life.
matic songs. "Until the Real 1bing
Another beautiful tune, "Gladys Comes Along" and "Young at Heart"
and Lucy," refers to a casual are somewhat over-indulgent with
stranger, who feels lost and lonely, the orchestra and Williams gets lost.
with only a dog for comfort.
Another track I enjoyed, but I felt
Williams' Louisiana heritage is that it didn ' t belong to her, w as
very prominent in "Lagl)iappe." She Williams's brief detour into grunge
explains it breathlessly at the begin- with "Junk." In an album that seemS
ning of the song "the unexplain- mostly inspu;ed by the likes ofEillie
able."
Holiday and Emrnylou Harris, it's
Williams' best endeavors are in odd to hear one track inspired by
the more bluesy numbers. In the sul- . Alanis Morrisette .
try' "Claude" and "Light the Lamp,
Though I had never heard of
Freddie" her distinct girlish voice Williams before, I loved this CD,
stands out.
and I look forward to hearing DlOle
Unfortunately, her voice proves a from her.
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Soundtrack helps make up for standard plot, acting in 'Woman on Top'
BY DEREK EVANS
· ··· , · " · . . .... . ... .. , .... .. " .... . ...... . u .,, .. .. . ... . .. .. . .. .. . .

special to The CU7Tent

"Woman on Top" has the feel of a
foreign film, because the story
begins in Bahia, Brazil, and the
soundtrack is Brazilian bossanova
and folk music sung in Portugese.
The main characters, played by
Penelope Cruz and Murilo Benicio,
speak English with Brazilian
accents, adding to the foreign feel of
the movie.
The screenplay by Vera Blasi follows a basic plot: a boy meets a girl,
a boy falls in love with a girl, they
have problems imd separate only to
reunite and profess their true love for
each other. The variation of this plot
is the unseen presence of the
Brazilian goddess of the sea,
Yemanja, to whom the characters
pray and make offerings at different
places throughout the movie.
In Bahia as a child, Isabel suffers
a terrible motion sickness. All
attempts to remedy her motion sickness are not sucessfuL Later, Isabel
discovers that she can prevent

INVESTMENT,

motion sickness as long as she is in
control. She has to 'drive herself or
walk, controlling ' her own movement;, so she doesn't become sick.
Isabel (Cruz) meets Tenino
(Benicio) and they fall in love immediately. They marry and. Isabel
becomes the chef at his restaurant.
Isabel has two passions in her life:
Tenino and cooking. While Isabel
works in the kitchen, Tenino
schmoozes the c1ientele. IThe restaurant is successful partly because of
Tenino, but mostly because of
Isabel's cookil}g and passion for
food . Isabel becomes worldrenowned because of her cooking.
Problems in the marriage occur,
partly because Isabel is getting bored
and because she needs to be on top
with Tenino as a result of of her
motion sickness. Isabel catches
Tenino with another woman and she
.leaves him. She prays to Yemanja for
strength to leave her husband. After
she leaves Bahia, Tenino's restaurant
goes out of business and closes.
Airiving in San Francisco, sh~
lives with her childhood friend

from page 3

Length: 93 min.
Rated: R
Our opinion:

***

Monica, a fully Americanized drag
queen who also serves as narrator of
th·e story. Isabel looks for a job as a
chef or a cook and finds one in a
culinary school.
Through a quirky turn of events,
Isabel gets a job, doing a cooking
show that becomes a hit in San
Francisco. Tenino arrives from
Brazil to win Isabel back. They ask
for Yemanja's help and they get back
together running a new restaurant.
The cast included mostly
unknown actors; however, besides
Cruz, the only familiar face was that
of John de Lancie of. the various
"Star Trek" series. There were really
no standout performances from anyone in the cast
From a culinary and food writer 's
point ot view, the culinary . aspect

Photo courtesy of Fox

Penelope Cruz stars as Isabel in "Woman on Top."

was not a influential in the plot, as I
wished it had been . Several scenes
where Isabel was cooking were luscious! y sensuous.
Several scenes with Monica were
genuinely funny, as Isabel realizes

that leaving Tenino was a mistake
and she looses her ability to cook.
However, the movie was not a comedy.
"Woman on Top" was a very
entertaining movie and a good

escape because of the lilting
Brazilian bossanova and folk music.
The music was one of the best part of
the. movi~, adding considerable
entertainment value, despite some
less than spectacular performances.

>
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hour. The clasS' may be counted as
credit for up to three semesters.
Matt Manies, vice president of the
Student Investment Trust, is a senior
and will graduate this semester with a
B. S. ,in fimmce . Manies, through the
.

Student Investment Trust, has g;nned
practical experience in building stock
portfolios and market trends.
"I learned how the market works,
and how the business cycles are very
real in today 's society," Manies said.

The Student Investment Trust
meets every Thursday at 1:45 p.m. and
8:20 p.m. in room 212 in CCB.
For more information, call Locke
at (314) 516-6828.

West. Port Plaza
1270 & Page

A.M./P.M. HOST/HOSTESS
A.M. SERVER
P,M. CAPfAIN
A.M./P.M. BARTENDER
PM. DISHWASHER
Interested parties should apply in person M-F 2-4 p.m. You may also
find us at getajob.com No telephone calls please.

MUTUAL FUNDS · TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINAN(lN6

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money

working for you.
;ne equation IS easy. Lower expenses in managing a
fund can equal better performance.

l-CaUU5

rora fret!

expense
calculator

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE
$215,000

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We '!1 send you a free, easy-lo-use expense calculator so
you can see for yoursetf that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And (REF
variable ~n nuity expenses range from Just 0.28%
to 0.34 %.;

Low-Cost Account

$176,000
High.CostAccoont

__
1 __

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add it all up and you'li find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

.'
~

. Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"

N

K

When: September' 26,2000
Time: 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Where: 9 Brentwood Promenade Ct

in the Promenade Shopping Center
Hwy 40 at 1-170

30 LOCATIONS IN THE ST. LOUIS AND METR O EAST AREA!

Both locations have part-time positions available now that can be structured around a student's class schedule. These pOSitions generally
involve 5-hour shifts that can produce good pay relative to our industry. We will train. Secured on-site parking is available to our employees. A MetroLink stop is one block from our Downtown location. ThiS
is an opportunity to make some saving/spending money while introducing
yourself to an upscale environment with a matching clientele. We are
presently hiring for the following job positions :

INSURANCE

A

America's Strongest Banks

Steak House

RETIREMENT

UMB
B

Dierdorf & Hart's
Downtown
7th & Market

3rd Annual Career Fair

EXPENSES 2

Toml accumulaUonS after' 20 w ars based on in'ititll jmrC'~ment

or $.\0.000 and hypothetical ""nunl te(Unts of S ~. 1'0 ,.1fC turnS
and pdncipal va lue of investmentl: w i]) fluclUatc, and yield ma.y
vary. The chart above is presented for illustTaIive pu.rpo ~s only
and does no! rc.ncct ac!ual periol'Il1aoce, or prediCt future
results. of ail)' T1AA·CREF aCCOunt, or reflect taxes.

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref. org

For more complete informati on on our securities products. please call1.800.B42 .2733. ext. 5509. \0 request prospeduses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjust~d quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typi cal fund; O.4 D% !S
near, but not actually at the bottom of. the mutual fund expense rattO spectrum. • TlAA·CREF Individual and Institutional 5ervlces~ 111(, d"tnb·
utes the (REF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities . • Teachers Personal Investor's Services. Inc. distributes the Personal AnnUities vanab:e
annuity component. mutual funds and tuition savin gs agreements . • TIM and TIAA·CREF life Insurance Co .. New York, NY. issue insurance and
annUities. • TlAA·CREF Trust Company, FSB proli\des trtlSt servlces. • Investment products are not FDIC Insured, may lose value and are I
hot bank giJarante~~OQ..TIM.(REF 08103 _ _
~~_ .
._ _ _ ~

ON-SITE INTERVIEWS FOR:

,', Tellers
.'- Personal Banke rs
,', Assistant Sa les Ma nagers ·
* Sal es Ma nage rs
.~ Manager Trai nees
Sales Repres entatives
.'- Lockbox Cl erks
.C

For more informantion contact H uman Resources at
(314) 612 - 8112
Job Hotline (314) 61 2 - 8121
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Year: Freshman
Major: Computer Graphic Design
Minor: N/A
Status: Full-time
Hours completed at UMSl: 24
Day classes: Yes
Evening classes: Yes
Works: 15-25 hours/week

Year: Freshman
Major: Business
Minor: English
Status: Full-time
Hours completed at UMSl: 24
Day classes: N/ A
Evening classes: N/ A
Works: 12 hours/week

Platform / Goals:
• Get the student body out of routine of coming to school, staying
for class, and then leaving.

Platform / Goals:
• Develop constitution based on
existing March 10, 2000 draft.

• Reduce student/teacher ratio
and require freshman to take oneday library class.
• Set up daycare in University
Center when Student Center opens.
• Improve campus safety by
adding emergency phones, police,
lighting.

• Increase UMSL's share of funds
allocated to the UM campuses by
working with administration.

Platform / Goals:
• Build community by engaging
various departments and student
organizations in partnerships and
co-sponsorships.

Platform / Goals:
• Make SGA and each student
organization more functional.

• Increase SGA's web presence.

• Invite discussion of all concerns
that impact the campus.

• Approve a constitution as soon as
possible.

V ICE PRESIDENT

COMPTROLLER

f MICHAEL

AYO
OLSON

RAN KINS
Year: Senior
Major: Accounting,
Management
Minor: N/A
Status: Full~time
Hours completed at UMSL: 120+
Day classes: N/ A
Evening ~Iasses: N/ A
Works: 10-12 hours/week

Year: Graduate
Major: Counseling
Minor: N/A
Status: Full-time
Hours completed at
UMSl: 150+
Day classes: N/ A
Evening classes: N/ A
Works: 40 hours/week

Platform / Goals:
• Streamline meetings, improve student/faculty
relations, support athletics, improve residential life.

Platform / Goals:
• Involve graduate students in campus, increase
cohesion between North and South Campus.

Year: Senior
Major: Secondary
Education
Minor: N/A
Status: Full-time
Hours completed at UMSL: 80+
Day classes: N/ A
Evening classes: N/ A
Works: 15 hours/week
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Platform / Goals:
• Use resources to call students back to their
responsibility in the governing body.,
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REPRESENTATIVE
__ __ ______

M. J OSH
RYAN

I-------~·,_'N._'.W_"~

Year: Senior
Major: Computer Science
Minor: N/A
Status: Full-time
Hours completed at
UMSL: 133
Day classes: Yes
Evening classes: Yes
Works: 15 hours/week

Year: Graduate
Major: Education
Minor: N/A
Status: Full-time
Hours completed at
UMSL: N/ A (student since 1981)
Day classes: Yes
Evening classes: Yes
Works: No

Platform / Goals:
• Help organizations make effective use of student
monies, increase student input on campus issues.

Platform / Goals:
• Find better meeting times, .add activities, listen and respond to student needs.

Information for this voter's guide came from the candidates' applications,

• Propose a constitution.

• Develop neighborhood watch
program for resident students and
clients of University Property
Management.

• Improve UMSL student life by
increasing publicity of events and
programs.

HJ ..AWL.t;; . ,L.SV!E -iCS:

Year: Senior
Major: Biology
Minor: Spanish, Math, Compo Sci.
Status: Full-time
Hours completed at UMSl: 52
Day classes: N/A
Evening classes: N/ A
Works: 15-20 hours/week

Year: Senior
Major: Fine Art
Minor: Philosophy
. Status: Full-time
Hours completed at UMSl: 120+
Day classes: N/ A
Evening classes: N/ A •
Works: 15 hours/week

• Freeze parking fees at $16 per
credit-hour for next three years.

" .) Mtm .• ,,",iA

CHRIS
TAYLOR

ROBERT
MILLER

T. RYAN
CONNOR

JULIE
CLIFFORD
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MARYGRACE RHODA
College of ArtsEt Sciences
Year: Senior
Major: History, Political Science
Status: Full-time
Hours completed at .UMSL: 91
Day classes: Yes
Evening classes: No
Works: 20 hours/week
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Emancipation proclamation c elebrates 138. year

U

nited States history i s blessed went on, many people in the North
by an incredible amount of wanted the war to mean someiliing
significant events. That isone more ilian just ilie restoration of the
reas01 it is so
DIllon. They wanted to
intriguing to study.
take up a moral crusade
The signing of the
against ilie institution
Declaration
of
of slavery.
Independence the
This
propositi on
Revolutionary War,
presented Lincoln wiili
and
the
Great
iliree major problems,
Depression are just a
however. First, while
few examples of
the North may not have
tillS.
had plantations· and
Of all the events
slaves, it did possess
in Anmrican history,
TIM THOMPSON
racial prejudice. Many
... . .. ............ ..... Northern soldiers were
War · .........
the
Civil
history columnist
between the North
not so keen on risking
and South remains
ilieir lives just to set
one of ilie most significant. This conflict contained more than its fair share
of watershed moments. There was ilie
fIring upon Fort Sun1ter, Pickett's
Charge, and Sherman's March just to
name a few. The most inlportant symbolic event ofilieAn1erican Civil War
took place 138 years ago this very .
week. On ilie Sept 22, 1862, president AbrahamLincoln issued the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation.
The Civil War was ilie bloodiest
conflict in American history.
Between 1861 and 1865, nearly
619,000 young men would die horrible deaths in order to determine
wheilier American society would be
dominated by technology and .indushy or agriculture.
Technically, the North wa~ fighting the Civil War to restore the
Union. President Abraham Lincoln
made this inexplicably clear in ilie
summer of 1861. However, as time

oilier men free. Secondly, the border
state~ of Kentucky and Missouri,
iliough loyal to the North, boili contained slaves. If Lincoln had a sudden ·
shift in policy concerning ilie issue of
slavery, iliey might just ilirow their
support to ilie Souili. This would ilien
place the North in a very precarious
strategic position in the Western
Theatre of Operations. Finally, ilie
war was not going very well for ilie
North in 1862. For instance, in the
Virginia campaigns, Confederate
General Robert E . Lee was constantly out thinking and out maneuvering
his Northern counterparts. Before
Lincoln could make any type of statement on the abolition of slavery, the

PAID

unprecedented cmnage.
The victory could have been decisive if McClellan would have had the
guts to pursue Lee's battered and
retTeating army. He did not, however.
Consequently, Lee was able to successfully withdraw back into
Virginia.
Despite this mistake on the part of
the overly-cautious McClellan,
Lincoln was able to use the Northern
victory as a spring board to issue his
Emancipation Proclamation.
On the morning of Sept. 22, 1862,
he declared that "All slaves within
any state, or designated part of a state
then in rebellion with the United
States, shall be then, thenceforward,
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and forever free."
In a very savvy political maneuver, Lincoln did not free m1y slaves
living in ilie border states, since iliey
were not actually in Tebellion against
the United States at the time. In doing
so, he was able to keep them from
throwing their support over to th~
Confederacy.
On January 1st, 1863, lhe
Emancipation Proclamation took
effect. It was more symbolic them
anything else since ilie Civil War
would last two and a half more years.
However, it did mark a radical
change in Northern war policy, and
led to ilie eventual abolition of slavery.

ADVE~TISEMENT

Julie
Clifford

•

North would need to put a victory
under its belt. Othenvise, the statement wouldn't be wOlth the paper it
was printed on.
On Sept. 17, 1862, Lincoln was
fInally awarded with the victory he
needed. It came at Antietam Creek
near Sharpsburg, Md. On an unusually hot and humid afternoon, 50,000
Confederates under the command of
Robert E. Lee were soundly defeated
by 70,000 Northerners under the
command of George B. McClellan, in
the single bloodiest day in American
history. When the guns fell silent and
the smoke cleared, over 25,700
Americans were either killed or captured. It was an awful scene of
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First American woman in space
visits UMSL physics students

Replacement permits could
arrive in October, police say
BY SARAH T. CLARK
...." ...................................
,... " ... .. ' . " ... , ..... .. ...-

BY M ARCELLUS C HASE

staff writer
Last Tuesday, the Department of
Physics and Astronomy hosted an
informal colloquium with Dr. Sally
Ride as the keynote speaker. She
opened the floor to questions and
showed several slides of her mission
aboard the space shuttle.
Ride told the group that NASA has
sent five shuttles into space on a total
of 99 missions since 1981. She said
that when the shuttle concept was first
introducecL it stirred a lot of controversy. Until that point, all vehicles
designed to launch into space looked
like rockets.
Ride said that there was a big question as to whether the design would be
able to withstand the strains involved
with lift-off. NASA officials were also
concerned about whether or not the
shuttle would, in fact, function as it
was designed.

Ride said, 'The astronauts enter
this thing that looks like an airplane,
and is supposed to fly like an airplane,
but it doesn't fly like any airplane anybody has ever flown before, or since
for that matter. It's an airplane that
enters the Earth's atmosphere at mach
25 [17,500 miles per hour; 5 miles per
second) halfway around the world
from where its supposed to land, with
absolutely no engines at all."
Ride was asked to describe the
launch as experienced inside the cabin.
She responded, "As you might expect,
the physical sensations are impressive,
but they are not quite as impressive as
the psychological and emotional
affect, realizing that this thing is
exploding underneath you., essentially."
She went on to describe the eight
minutes of acceleration experienced
(equivalent to three times the force of
gravity) as "unplea<;ant."
Ride also dispelled the misconcep-

tion that from the cockpit of the shuttle an astronaut can see the whole
earth. She said that the commonly
thought of picture of the earth. was
actually taken from the moon, which is
about 250,000 miles away. The shuttle orbits at about 100 miles above
earth.
"Not only can't we see the whole
planet, we can't see the whole United
States," she said. "We can' t even see
the whole east coast, bu t we've got a
pretty good view."
Ride received a B.A. in English,
B.S. in physics, M.S. in physics, and
PhD. in physics all from Stanford
University. She was the first American
woman in space. She completed two
missions into space; one in 1983 and
another in 1984. She retired from
NASA in 1987 and now works on the
faculty at the University of California
at San Diego and is the director of the
California Space Institute.

He's cool. He's clean. He'5 a love machine.

staff writer

To date, 33 parking permits have
been reported stolen according to
Capt. James Smalley, assistant director of University police. An estimated
one-third of those stolen were from
the inside windows of cars that
weren't properly secured.
Smalley said that many of the
thefts happened because cars were
unlocked in the parking garage.
UMSL parking permits, which
were distributed in August, are supposed to permanently adhere to the
outside of the rear window, but
because of faulty adhesive, they can
easily be peeled off. The exact date A police cruiser rests in front of the police station. Most vehithe stickers will be replaced is still cles driven on campus, unlike this one, require a parking ·permit• .
unknown, but Smalley said that they .The new adhesive permits have proven defective and apparently
expect to get the replacement stickers are easily stolen.
sometime in October.
Since the adhesive does not work the students will be responsible for
He recommends taping stickers to
properly, the manufacturer of the bringing in their old sticker, and the inside of car windows and
parking permits will replace the cur- claiming their new one. The cost of always make sure the car is locked.
rent stickers at no cost to the student. replacing a stolen sticker is $10.
The police are still ticketing cars
Smalley said that the police are plan'The best way to keep you sticker for not having parking pe.rmits either
ning to advertise around campus . safe is to use common sense," on the window, or taped to the inside.
when the new stickers come out, and Smalley said.
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FRONT DESK CLERK
NIGHT AUDIT
We offer competitive wages, health insurance,
401K, paid sick, vacation, & holidays,
hotel & travel discounts & much more!
Please Apply in Person
828 N. New Ballas

314-993-0515

www.ladiesmanmovie.com

Open in theatres Friday, October 1

":k Current
Get caught up in it.

the Western Historical Manuscripts
Collections, currently housed in Ellis
library on the Columbia campus.
During the final portion of the
meeting, the Board awarded a contract to Stanger Industries, Inc., of
Kansas City, Mo. to complete renovations on three buildings located at
the UMKC campus. The three facilities are: the Laboratory Animal
Building, the Chemical Storage
Building, and the Laboratory Animal
Center of the medical School. The
total costs of these projects will come
to just under $2 million.
Currently, the ResOlarces and
.Planning COlllIIllttee is considering
changes to the strategic plans submitted by all four L1vl campuses. When
this process is completed, UM
System President Manuel Pacheco
will submit these revisions sometime
in October.

~.~hec-urreI'1.~on.line.coI'D..·
J

Announcement of nomination '

among students in

Student
Government
Association

American Universities &Colleges
an annual honors program recognizing our nations's leading college students

NominationS are currently being acceptedfor students who will JJe included in the 2000
Who's Who among students in American Universities & Colleges directory. Ijyou are a
student with a record of outstanding academic and extracurricular achievement, you may
qualify to be honored by this prestigious national collegiate tradition.
To be considered, nominees must meet the following criteria:

Be a senior ora graduate student
• Have an above average academic standing
• Have made contributions in academic and extracurricular activities
• Have demonstrated leadership, citizenship and service to the school and the community
• Show potential jor future achievement
Students may nominate themselves or each other by:

I. Picking up a nominationjorm at a dean's office or at 267 University Center
2. Completing the jonn
3. Returning the form by Friday, October 20, 2000 to the dean's office of the school.or
college in which you are enrollerl
Nominations submitted after this date will not be accepted!
ijyou have any questions please colltact the Office o/Student Activities at 516-5291.

Elections
Where to' vote

When to vote

(Change of information)
University Center Lobby

10:~O a.m. -

2:00 p.m.

Marillac Hall Lobby

and

Stadler/Benton/Research Bldgs

5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Evening College (Lucas Hall)*
September 26 & 27
* Booths only 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

September 25, 2000 .
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UM-St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED
RA~ES
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,Otbenuise, ckls.sified adverlising is JI0 Jar 40 words or less in straight text Jonnat, Bold and CAPS letters arefree. All
c1assifieds must be prepaid by cbeck, manty order or credit card. Deadline is Thursday at 3 p. m. prior to publication.

http://www.thecurrentonline.com/adsads@thecurrentonline.com
1: 'THINK

Wanted! Spring
Breakers!
. Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Jamaica &. Mazatlan. Call
Sunbreak Student Vacations
for free brochure and ask'
how you can organize asmall
group &. EAT, DRINK, TRAVEL
FREE &. EARN CASH!
Call 1-800-777-4642 or e-mail
sales@sunbreaks.com

a

Earn up to $13/HOUR
plus bonuses!!!
Build your resume and job
skills, valuable marketing
experience, opportunities for
advancement, ideal summer/college job!!!, flexible
hours, no sales!!!
CALL NOW (3f4) 567-5515
ask for Nathan

SPRINGBREAK 2001
Hiring On-Campus Reps
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH,
GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student tour
• Operator, Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Europe, Florida
1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com

Readers/Writers,rTest
Assistants
for students with disabilities
These paid positions are available for the Fall Semester
2000, on a limited basis, for
qualified students to assist
students with disabilities during scheduled exams:
Duties include: research
materials, textbooks, making
tapes, writing for an exam,
reading and writing for an
exam, r ad·.ng for an exam.
Intereste? lease contact
Marilyn Ditto at 516-5228 or
come to 301 Woods Hall.

Internet· Marketing/Web
Page Design
International company
expanding. Looking for highly
motivated business-minded
students. Part time and full
time positiqns available.
Some experience required.
Call (314} 983-9634 for more
information.

Ufeguards
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS
needed for UM-St. Louis,
Indoor Swimming Pool this
fall semester. Afternoon,
evening, and weekend hours
avaHabte. Pay is $6.00 per
hour. Interested individuals
can apply in the Rec Sports
Office, 203 Mark Twain.
'CaU 516-5326 for more
information.

Sports Officials
REC SPORTS OFFICIALS .
needed for intramural flag
footbaH, soccer, floor hockey,
and volleyball this semester.
Afternoon and evening games.
Pay is. $7.50 per game.
., Knowledge of and interest in
the sport is required. ApplY· in
tile Rec Sports Office, 2m
Mark Twain. Call 516-5326 for
more information .

•

Spring' Break!
Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air,
Free Food, Drinks and Parties,!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas"
MazatlaFi &. Florida. TRAVEL
fREE and EARN CASH! Do it on
t!he web! Go to
Stl!JdeflitCitty.com or call 800293-1443 for info

M,u sicians and Choir'
Members Needed
Th.e Catl1ol!ic Newman Center
1S looking for talented individtJalls to help with Sunday
Evening Masses. Please call Fr.
Btl! Kempf or Amanda Harrod
at 385-3455 if you are
interestedl•

Freshman Getaway 2000
All freshman are welcome to
join the Catholic Newman
, Center and the University
Program Board for this great .
opportunity to meet your
classmates! We'll be going to
Skyway Farms Camp on
Friday, 9129 and returning
Saturday the 30th. $5 registration due by noon on 9/27
, covers three meals, transportation, and lodging. Call
385-3455 for more information and to register.

Evening College Council
needsa responsible per'son to
run their Kaffee Klatch. No
experience necessary. Hours
would be M-TH evenings 48: 30 PM and miscellaneous
times. Please direct inquiries
to Evening College
@ 516-5161.

Two bedroom
. oak floors and millwork.
Screened in porch, carport
and garage. All appliances.
Backs to park. Walkout basement. Immaculate condition.
All in "friendly Ferguson".
Call 314·496-6960.

'89 Cavalier
Black with gray interior.
AM/FM Cassette, air cond,
cru,se, fold-down back seat,
front-wheel drive. Tires,
alternator, battery 2 yrs old.
NEW catalytic converter, muffler, fuel filter, EGR valve.
Maintenance records. Perfect
for college or high school stud~nt. Leave message at
(217) 496-2482

Good Quality Cat
Furniture
Custom made to order.
Much cheaper than retail.
Made from the finest
materials. Your cat will love
you. Call (314) 921-0566.

'92 GEO STORM GS.
4-Cyl. 1.6 Liter, 5 Spd,
100,500 Miles, AIC, AMIFM
Stereo Cassette, Driver's Air
Bag, ps/pb,Alloy Wheels, rear
spoiler, White exterior with
unique body customizing.
Excellent condition. Looks
sharp. clean interior.
new tires
ask for $2500/best offer '
(314) 426-5963
Hurry up, don't miss this
great deal.

'97 Suzuki GSX·R 600
1"xxx miles, garaged, showroom new, Shoe: helmet
Call Alex 314·227·8887

Autos for Sale
Buy police impounds
Cars from $500. All makes &
mode\s available. For listings
call 800-719·3001 ext.
(21.3. wwW.affordablelaptops.com ,
800-864- 2345

1988 Gran~ Am 2 dr
cold air, 4 cyl, 5 speed, runs
and looks great, blue with
blue int., state safety inspection, $1200 obo, 427-7548

1992 Ford F·150 XLT
V8, 5.8 Liter, Automatic
Trans., 2 wheel drive,
52,xxx miles, Optional fuel
tank, A/C, Cruise Control,
AM/FM Cassette Stereo,
Running Boards.
$9,500. Call Shauna
(314) 324-7137
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Adobe Phoioshop 4.0
(or Windows. Greatest design
software ever made. Brand
new. Opened once to check
for contents. $900BO.
Call Tom @ 739-0711

Wanted
Roommate to share three
bedroom house located only
five miles from campus $300
monthly plus half utilities,
serious people only
please, write to
valgame79@hotmail.com

P regnant?

Can't find that girl/guy
you ran into a~ The
Underground?
Take out a·personal. It's a
free resource to students,
faculty and staff. As in, not
costing anything. As in, not
kicking yourself in the head
for the rest of the semester
for not being able to remember the phone number of that
girl. Call 516-5316 to find
your destiny.

Hey you,
You didn't call me!

SWF, 21, HWP
in search of sugar daddy. No
nookie. If interested
call 516-8645

Goose Poop!
It's an ugly thing. It's all over
campus. Who does anything
about it? No one. And with
your help, we can begin
cleaning up this campus.
Even if you take just one
dropping, you'll be doing this
University a tremendous
favor. So go ahead, pick up a
goose dropping today!

Local area band
director in search of a
bassoon player
Minimum requirement: able
to read literature and sustain
concert Bb throughout long
passages. More info
call 516·BAND

Looking for the girl
with the hooded red
sweatshirt
Saw you in the Underground,
can ' t stop thinking about
you. We MUST meet. Meet
me by the coffee stand in SSB
this Tuesday at Noon. If you
stand me up, I'll be FOREVER
broken. PLEASE don't stand
me up. I'm begging you.
PLLEEE~SSSEEE.

That's all.

'N W PLAYINGIN THEATRES EVERYWHERE
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ACCOWlting professor
dies after 20 years as
~SLteacher,sDudent
shown to students," said former student Maggie Brown. "He was really
straightforward. He was always realUMSL lost a respected teacher ly patient with us. And he would go
when Terry Killian passed away over it step by step, until we got [the
Sept. 8 at the age of 52.
material] down. I think he was really
Killian spent more than 20 years concerned about us learning (the
at UMSL as a student and as a mem- material.]"
ber of the faculty. He
also
Killian
graduated
with
a
received high praise
from his his peers.
B.S.B.A in 1980 and
received his M .B.A in
"He taught primari1986. In the fall of
ly managerial account1986, Killian started
ing and cost accountteaching at UMSL and
ing. He was really
he continued until
re.spected by the stuDecember of 1999.
dents,"
professor
During his tenure
William Link said.
with the UMSL facul"He had one of the
K illian
ty, he developed a
highest student evaluagood reputation among his students. tions of anyone in the school of busiHis teaching approach was not ness. Students liked him a lot"
As for hobbies, Killian enjoyed
flashy, with little change in his voice
pitch. He did, however, explain the collecting guns.
material in very understandable
"He got kind of bored of the gun
club in the area," Link said. "He liked
detail.
'Tempered with a fatherly shooting skeet and all that stuff."
patience, he answered every question
Killian is survived by his wife,
and comment with the utmost respect Pat
BY STEVE VAL KO

speci;J/t~ · ihe··cur;:~nt·

Current
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ed to speak, and she talked about some
of her current projects.
"I run a fairly large project aimed at
middle school kids. We put a camera
in the window [of the space shuttle]
that can be controlled from the
ground."
Students thousands of miles away
can control the camera via the Internet.
If one class is studying the Mississippi
river delta, she suggested, they could
turn the camera towards that area to
get a view from space.
Though Ride retired from NASA in
1987, she has maintained close ties
with the organization because of her
many friends there and her continued
impact on the space program. After
being assigned to the research tearn
investigating the Challenger explosion, Ride's high profile continued to
be tied to NASA. While now a professor at the University of California in
San Diego, hercurrent goal for NASA
is to push towards starting down the
path to Mars.
The dinner began in the RitzCarlton Ballroo~ a massive space in
its own right. Chancellor Blanche
Touhill welcomed the guests of the
University, and students from the
music department led the crowd in the
alma mater. The ceremonies paused
while guests ate their fill and mingled.
After the meal, Doug Durand,
interim vice chancellor for Academic
Affairs , honored recipients of the

Chancellor's Award for Excellence
who had been named at the State of
the University Address.
Donald Driemeier, deputy to the
Chancellor and interim vice chancellor for University Relations, thanked
the societies that had donated to the
University, including Ameren UE and
Anheuser-Busch. Chancellor Touhill
brought the entire ballroom to its feet
in applause when she made
announced the new Anheuser-Busch
donation.
Following. Touhill's presentation,
Joseph Porter and Jeanne Zack, president and vice president of the AlUmni
Association respectively, presented
the Distinguished Alumni Awards for
2000. The six recipients were Dr.
Muneer Al-Maskery, Gloria Metzger,
Kathleen Osborn, Dr. Karen Rosen,
Sandra Van Trease, and Dr. Chris L.
Wright They were awarded for their
comrninnent to UMSL, and lifelong
achievements in education.
Ride spoke after the awards about
leadership and America's future in
space. Among her topics were ecological concerns and the role of women in
sciences and space. With slides from
space, Ride joked that she, unlike
many after dinner speakers, would
have reaUy gocxl pictures. The illustrations of her points were breathtaking,
and executed with a precision that was
consistent with her role in the space
program.

CHARTER, from page 1
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TAARP

changed the role for .t he
management group, they 'changed
their own role in the management
structure, too.
Under
System
procedure,
Pacheco can affirm, reverse, ,o r modify the Chancellor's decision or may
remand the matter to the Chancellor

for further proceedings."
Currently, UMSL is sponsoring '
two other charter schools, Samples
said. The Thurgood Marshall
Academy and St. Lolllis Charter
School opened this fall with a com- •
bined total of aoout800 students, :
grades K-6.

Accounting

ACCOUNTS PAYABU CilERK
Part-Time
Let your hard work payoff with Alco Conirols Dlvision of Emerson Electric
Company, a Fortune 100 Company and a recognized leader in the manufacturing of HVAC equipment and refrigeration control. We have an excellent
opportunity that's ideal for a student to gain valuoo'le business ex~erie.nce
Within our finance department, you'll audit and process vendor rnVOlces.,
research and resolve vendor concerns, batch and enter vendor invoices, and
perform other related duties.
Thisposrtion requires a high school diploma and some college level accounting/finance classes. Candidates also need 1O-key ~xpelience, computer
skills and basic typing abilities. Entry·level accounting knowledge IS preferred .
We offer $950-$1 O.SO/hour based on skills for a 2G-hou r!week job with some
flexibility Qn work hours. To apply, please send your resume 10:
Division Human Resources Manager

ALCO CONTROLS DIVISION
P,O. Box 411400
St. Louis, MO 63141
Fax: (314)569-4593
hr@alcocontrols.com
Equal Opportunity Employer M/FIDN

Do you like to sketch thiE1gs? Maybe make designs? We might have just the job for you! Call us at 516-6810!

Imagine the kind 01 edUGltion that IaJc:Bs you to
exciting new places, trains you in hundreds of the
world's mosl sophistiGlted technologies, and pays
:you to learn!
Thafs what eduGltion looks like in the Air Force
Reserve. II you're read! to go somewhere3p&:i31 in
life, we'lI give you what you need to get there:
• Over $9,000 tuward college with
the Montgomery 61 Bill
• College credits through tile Community
College of the Air Force
• Tbe latest state-of-the-art technical
training that will give you a real edge
in civilian life
• An extra income and ou1standing benefits

Callt-800-257-1212
It ali happens for acommitment 011 weekend a
month and 2 weeks a year!

--
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EMERSON

TWA ANNOUNCESA TRAVEL PACKAGE
FOR STUDENTS WHO WANT TO V,ISIT
FT. A ED, ~
EE
UN'
E THEIR PARENTS.

AIR FORCE
TWA has one of the smartest ways for students

RESERVE
ABOVE &BEYOND

ages 14-24 to fly for less. The TWA Youth Travel Pak

Visit our web site at www.alreserve.com

includes four coupons for just $548: Buy now and
use it for up to one year for travel within the

e,i'"

Tackle College
Costs by Catching
on with Max &
Erma's.

continental U.S. and between the continental US.
and San Juan, Montego Bay, Santo Domingo,

'©

Puerto Plata'or Canada. The Pak also includes a
European Bonus Certi£cate redeemable for 20% off

@
~--- Work ~emslike ploy
when everyone has a
winning offitude like the team at Max
& Erma's. Our spirited employees, great food
and cmuol olmosphere have brought us lots of
ions, and helped us 10 establish more than 50
locations throughout the nolion. Whelher you're
looking for a fuli.or porl·time F'l'itioo, "'Ie o&r
good wages and nexible faxs.

HOSTS/HOSTESSES
WAITSTAFF
DISHWASHERS
COOKS
BUS PERSONNEL

a qualifying published adult fare." And all travel is
eligible for Aviator miles.
For more information, visit us online at www.twa.com
To purchase your Pak, call your travel professional or
TWA at 1-800-221-2000.

8

Apply in Person Mon.-Thur.
lOam - 2pm or 3pm - 5pm
'at the Drury Plaza
Downtown at 4th . and Market

1I11l$.f.~tl!HfE"~
r\\
\:!)

@

We work hard.
We eat wen.
We have b,tt\\

www.maxanclermas.com

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,. . . . . . . . ...

Student 1.0 required for travel. 'Some restriclions apply. Seals are limited and may nol be available on aUflights. All applicable departure faxes , government inspection fees, security surcharges. PFCs and loreign and locallaxes are not included. PFCs of S1·$3 per departure airport ($12 maximum per
round Irip) and addilional flight segment lees may apply depending on itinerary. Unaccompanied minor fees may apply. All Iravel must be via routes on which TWA publishes coach· class fares. Youth Travel Pak is non·refundabletnonlransferable. rravel is not permitled on flights operaled by any other
carrier. Seats are lim~ed and may not be available on ali flights. Travel is oat permitted belween New Yo rk/Newark and Cancun. Freeport. Nassau, Punta Cana or Turks & Caicos Islands• • , Excludes fares booked in V. T. Hand S class. O1her reslriclions apply. Copyrighl © 2000 Trans World Airlines. Inc.

